
Divination Reading Terms and Conditions. 

 

Please note that in continuing with the purchase of a divination reading from “The Witch’s Heart” 

you accept that you have read, understood and agreed with the information and terms and 

conditions listed for each divination technique listed below.  

 

I) Readings are not guaranteed to be accurate, I will do everything in my ability to offer an 

accurate reading as possible for my clients. However, as divination only reads the 

current path, and paths can change, a reading is not always accurate for long. 

II) A negative or positive reading is not set in stone, readings are only of the current path, if 

there is negativity or hardship in your future, the things you choose to do in the present 

can change these negativities in the future, the same for positive readings. 

III) In Tarot, the death card does not mean a physical death, is merely means a change in a 

current situation, or the “death” of something in your life, this could be a job, a 

relationship, the end to hardship, etc. It does not signify the death of a person 

IV) Please note that I am an animist reader, I am not a psychic medium, I have no 

connection to those that have passed on. I cannot guarantee in any way that the 

divination tool will be able to have knowledge of deceased loved ones. 

V) I will not undertake readings regarding: 

a. Life/Death situations – these situations are highly sensitive and ever changing, I will 

not under any circumstance undertake these readings. 

b. Baby gender readings – In my experience I have found that the gender of a child is 

rarely revealed in readings, even a pendulum reading. Because of this I will not 

disappoint the questioner with an “Unknown” answer. 

c. Legal result readings – I personally do not undertake legal readings, this is due to the 

path ever changing during the process of a legal battle. In many cases a conversation 

could change the path in the future and so legal readings are never accurate for 

long. Better to wait for the result of the legal work. 

VI) When purchasing a reading you understand the above and agree to them fully. Once the 

reading has been paid please send your details (up to date photograph, full birth name 

and your question or topic) to thewitchsheart@outlook.com or use the “Contact Form” 

available on the website. Once this and payment has been received I will begin the 

reading at a suitable time. 

VII) Readings can take up to two weeks after contact to be undertaken, this is for several 

reasons: 

a. Myself or the divination tool have not been in the correct mind-set or environment 

to undertake as successful a reading as we could. 

b. There are other readings above yours in the queue 

c. I am waiting for a suitable day, lunar phase or time to undertake a reading for a 

specific purpose. 

VIII) Once the reading has been done you will receive a follow up email with the details of 

your reading. I do not currently undertake Skype readings although these will be coming 

soon. Within the email document you may find photographs of your reading. 

IX) Please give up to 2 weeks after contact has been made before asking for the results of 

your reading, you will get your results back from me within this time period. 
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X) If you do not receive your results after the 2 weeks, please ensure that you check your 

emails again including the spam folder before contacting me.  

XI) Prices can change at my discretion but once you have purchased a reading you will not 

have to pay an increased rate if the price of a reading increases between the time of 

purchase and the time of undertaking the reading.  

XII) Currently pricing is as follows: 

a. Tarot: 

i. Wild Unknown Tarot Deck - £10.00 per reading (Life, single topic or 

question) 

ii. Magic Manga Tarot Deck - £10.00 per reading (Life, single topic or question) 

b. Elder Futhark Runes: 

i. Epidote - £8.00 per reading (single topic or reading) 

ii. Obsidian - £8.00 per reading (single topic or reading) 

c. Pendulum: 

i. Amethyst - £1.50 per yes/no question  

ii. Amethyst - £6 for 5 yes/no questions 

iii. Amethyst - £10 for 10 yes/no questions 

iv. Clear Quartz - £1.50 per yes/no question 

v. Clear Quartz - £6 for 5 yes/no questions 

vi. Clear Quartz - £10 for £10 yes/no questions 

vii. Bronze - £1.50 per yes/no question 

viii. Bronze - £6 for 5 yes/no questions 

ix. Bronze - £10 for 10 yes/no questions 

XIII) There are many types of reading available, the following are the outlines for each 

reading and which are available for different divination tools: 

a. Life Reading: Is a general reading of your life if you remain on your current path, it 

looks into the past, the present, obstacles you may be facing, how to overcome 

them, general life paths and goals. This type of reading is only available on Tarot. 

Please note section II, readings are not set in stone, they can change with every 

decision we make, if you receive a negative reading you can change it with your 

choices in life.  

b. Topic Reading: Is a reading based on a situation within your life, this could be your 

love life, work, relationships with others, family, etc. It is an overview of an aspect of 

your life rather than a question. From the reading I can get the present situation, 

any obstacles, how you can overcome them and a potential future outcome if things 

don’t change, again please see section II for more information regarding changes to 

the future. This type of reading is available on Tarot and Runes. 

c. Faceted Question Reading: A faceted question reading is one that is more than 

YES/NO, it can be something to do with all aspect of your life, for instance “What 

does my love life have in store for me this coming year?”, you could then get a 

reading regarding if it is the right thing, why and what issues you may face. Please 

see section II for more information regarding changing the future. This type of 

reading is available on Tarot and Runes. 

d. Basic Question Reading: This is a question with a simple YES/NO response, they 

should be short and concise with reasonably detailed timings, for instance, “Will I 

find my ideal romantic partner in the next six months?” You could also work a 

question such as, “Is [company a] or [company b] the right one for me? I can work 



this into a YES/NO answer as well. Please see section II for more information about 

changing the future. This type of reading is available on the Pendulum. 

XIV) Reading layouts are done at the discretion of the reader, they are decided upon based 

on the question/s asked by the questioner and can change at any time. There is no 

guarantee on a specific layout, I will use the one best suited to the questions asked.  

XV) Refunds: please note that I will not offer a refund for a reading where the outcome does 

not pan out the same. See section I, as I only read the current path, any large decision 

that you make within your life can drastically change the outcome, I am only able to 

read the current path or up to a big change. I will however offer refunds in the situation 

that, I am unable to undertake the reading due to personal issues or if you ask a 

question regarding: 

a. Life and Death situations, see section IVa) 

b. Baby Gender, see section IVb) 

c. Legal Matters, see section IVc) 

XVI) Multiple questions: 

a. If more than one question is asked for readings: XIai, XIaii, XIbi, XIbii, XIci, XIciv and 

XIvii, I will answer only the first question that has been asked.  

b. If more than the designated number of questions has been asked for readings: XIcii, 

XIciii, Xiv, XIvi, XIviii or XIix I will answer only the questions up to the allotted number 

in the order they have been listed within the email correspondence.  

c. If a question within readings: XIcii, XIciii, XIvi or XIix is regarding any questions under 

section IV, I will skip the question and move onto the next, if there is more than the 

allotted number of questions, the next additional question will be added in as 

replacement, if there is no additional questions you will be refunded one question 

value based on the overall price of your reading, see section XI. 

XVII) Please understand that I am not a psychic medium, I am an animist reader, I work with 

the spirit of the tool and cannot guarantee they hold any information regarding passed 

over loved ones.  

XVIII) By law I have to note that readings are for entertainment purposes only, the future is 

not set, you have control over what will and will not happen. 


